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Seniors are staying vital longer and longer. And so they remain 

independent for longer and are in the middle of life. Omroep

MAX, the broadcaster for the active over-50s, responds to this 

perfectly. Omroep MAX makes radio- and television programs 

that touch the hearts of this target group and fit the living and 

thinking world of the viewers and listeners. MAX Magazine 

translates this to the TV guide with sufficient attention for 

articles on finance, pensions, living, gardening, nature, children 

and grandchildren and puzzles. There is also room for columns, 

the weather forecast, etc. 

MAX Magazine is a weekly with distribution through subscribers, 

loose sales at all supermarkets and various retailers (such as 

Bruna and Primera). MAX Magazine is the largest magazine in 

circulation and also the cheapest magazine in the Netherlands. 

Member Magazine

5x a year all members of Omroep MAX will receive the magazine 

including the member magazine in their mailbox. This will 

double the circulation and reach.
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Formula

MAX Magazine is a sparklingly designed magazine with a general interest 

formula. A lot of useful (in and around the home) information is included and 

the editors respond to current events. The font of the magazine has been 

tested for readability and has been adapted to the 50+ target group. Besides 

the program overview of the various broadcasters, the magazine also covers 

current topics. 

Proposition

MAX Magazine is more than a TV and radio guide. This enjoyable lifestyle 

magazine is packed with current articles about health, finances and life 

questions. MAX Magazine the largest magazine in the Netherlands has stories 

that move you every week, tips for the best days out and lots of puzzles and 

win offers. MAX Magazine; the most pages for the lowest price. MAX 

Magazine's motto is 'Your guide to radio, television and fun living’.

MAX Magazine;

 Is more than a TV and radio guide.

 The largest and least expensive magazine in the Netherlands

 Interesting for active people over 50 

 For subscribers and in newsstand sales

 Has various articles and columns by well-known (media) persons

 Appears weekly (every Tuesday)

Editorial pillars
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This is MAX Magazine
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MAX Magazine readers
MAX Magazine's readers are vital, independent and in the 
middle of life. In MAX Magazine they receive weekly 
information on current topics, such as fun outings, 
trends, product information and health tips.

Gender: 60% female / 40% male
Age: 50-70 years 24%, 70+ years 76%
Source: MAX subscribers Survey

MAX Magazine
Frequency: weekly
Circulation: 250,000 copies (source: NOM Dashboard)

In addition, the magazine is published 5x a year in an 
increased circulation of 452,500 copies; distribution 
together with the MAX Member Magazine.

Newsletter MAX Magazine
130,000 newsletter subscribers
Frequency: weekly on Fridays

Newsletter MAX Leden
165,000 newsletter subscribers
Frequency: biweekly on Fridays (odd-numbered weeks)

MAX Magazine Facebook
8,500+ fans

Twitter en Instagram
MAX is also active on Twitter and Instagram 

Facts & figures
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Base rate: circulation 452,500**
in euro’s excl. VAT             

1/1 page         € 13,350.-
1/2 page         €   8,500.-

Position index

Preferred position 110
Spread in center 110
1e page right 110
Cover 2 or 3 120
Opening spread 120
Cover 4  130
Fold out cover* 280
  
*excl. production cost – 
upon request

Trim size
2/1         200 x 285 – 200 x 285
1/1 200 x 285
1/2 landscape 200 x 140.5

Type area
1/1 168 x 248
1/2 landscape 168 x 122

Formats & measurements (mm)
Format     width x height

+ 5 mm bleed on all sides

Technical specifications

Trim size: 200 x 285 mm (wxh)
Type area: 168 x 248 mm

Advertisement material: 
Please submit your digital ad files
as Certified PDF.

Rates and formats 2024

Base rate: circulation 250,000
in euro’s excl. BTW 

1/1 page         €   6,850.-
1/2 page         €   4,325.-

Newsletter

MAX Magazine Newsletter
Newsletter Item € 3,150,-
(right side of newsletter)

MAX Leden Newsletter
Newsletter Item € 3,150,-
(right side of newsletter)
 

** high circulation; 
distribution together with the 
MAX Member Magazine

No use of MAX name in URL
If a reference is made in the url to MAX Magazine, the name 
'MAX' may not be used. An alternative is 'maxm' or 'mg’.

In addition, the name MAX Magazine may not be used if it is 
an offer. Alternative is: 'for the readers of this magazine'.
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MAX Magazine's full 2024 schedule is available for download here.

Planning

Planning MAX Magazine

MAX Magazine is published weekly in a circulation of 

250,000 copies. MAX Magazine publishes a combination 

editions 5 times a year. This edition goes to all members of 

Omroep MAX and doubles the circulation; 452,500 copies. 

In addition, 5 double editions will appear this year. These 

editions have the same circulation but are in the readers' 

homes for two weeks.
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https://roularta.nl/app/uploads/2023/11/annual-planning-maxmagazine-2024.pdf
https://roularta.nl/app/uploads/2023/07/annual-planning-maxmagazine-2023.pdf


MAX Magazine’s ad sales for regular 

advertisements and newsletters is handled by

Roularta Media Nederland.

More information:

Roularta Media Nederland

T. +31 (0)20 210 5459

E. advertising@roularta.nl
  

www.roularta.nl

Contact

mailto:advertising@roularta.nl
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